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ABSTRACT 
We summarize the recent progress toward determining the ordering of the 
normalized immanants regarded as generalized matrix functions and restricted to 
the n x n positive semidefinite Hermitian matrices. Included are the most recent 
results of Heyfron and Pate. Moreover, we describe some of the techniques used. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If c is a function from S, to @, where S, denotes the symmetric group 
on {1,2,. . . , n}, then we define the matrix function d,( ) by 
d,(A) = c 4~) jjat;~ct) 
UES, t=1 
for each n x n complex matrix A = [aij]. For example, if C(U) = 1 for each 
0 E S,, then d,( ) is the permanent function per( ), while if E denotes the 
Signum function, then d,( ) is det( ), the determinant function. 
If G is a finite group, then the set of all functions from G to Q1, denoted 
by @G, is an algebra known as a group algebra. Addition and scalar mul- 
tiplication are defined in the expected manner on @G, while multiplication 
of f, g E Q1G is defined by 
us)(~) = c fb-‘)gb-) 
TEG 
for each cr E G. We shall endow our group algebras @G with an involution 
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f -+ f* defined by f*(g) = f(~-l) f or each c E G. Members f of CG such 
that f* = f are said to be Hermitian. 
We shall be concerned with the restriction of the functions d,( ), where 
c E CS,, to 7&, the n x n positive semidefinite Hermitian matrices; hence, 
we tend’to regard d as a function from (CS, x 71, to @. 
If f,g E CS,, then we write f > g if df(A) > d,(A) for each A E F&. 
In particular, if c E CS,, then we shall write c > 0 if d,(A) 1 0 for each 
A E_&. If f E CS, and f(e) # 0, w h ere e denotes the identity in S,, then 
by f we shall mean [f(e)]-If. 
2. CLASSICAL RESULTS AND INTERESTING CONJECTURES 
The following theorem of I. Schur has inspired much of the later work 
involving inequalities for the restriction of the matrix functions d, to the 
positive semidefinite Hermitian matrices, particularly in the case where c 
is a character of a subgroup S,. 
THEOREM 1. If G is a subgroup of S, and X is a character of G, then 
dx(A) 2 X(e)det(A) for each A E T-L,. 
In our notation the conclusion of Theorem 1 is simply x > E. Note that 
the inequality dx(A) 2 X(e)det(A) re d uces to equality in case A is the n x n 
identity matrix. This is commonly the case with the inequalities that we 
will consider. 
A member c of @S, is said to be positive semidefinite if there exists an 
f E @S, such that c = ff”. Alternately, a member c of CS, is positive 
semidefinite if and only if 
c c c(oT-l)L7+7)qq 2 0 
UES, TES,, 
for each z E CS,. If f,g E CS, then (fg)* = g*f*; hence, (ff*)* = ff* 
for each f E CS,. Therefore, all positive semidefinite members of CS, are 
Hermitian. 
If X is a character of the finite group G, then X(a) = X((T-~); hence 
all characters of subgroups G of S, are Hermitian. Moreover, if X is an 
irreducible character, then X2 = []G]/X(e)]X; hence 
IGI xx* = x2 = mA. 
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The number x(e) is a positive integer known as the degree of the X. Ir- 
reducible characters of subgroups of S, are therefore positive semidefinite. 
Consequently, the following theorem of Merris and da Silva [9] is a gener- 
alization Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. If c is a positive semidefinite member of CS,, then d,(A) 
2 c(e) det(A) for each A E 7-&. 
In our notation this theorem states that Z 2 E for each positive semidef- 
inite c E CS,. Schur’s original proof of Theroem 1 was quite difficult, but, 
as one might expect, simpler proofs for it and Theorem 2 have been found. 
See [l]. 
The following popular conjecture, known as the permanental dominance 
conjecture, is the permanental analogue to Theorem 1. This conjecture was 
first published in E. H. Lieb’s article [8] as Conjecture cy. 
CONJECTURE 1. If G is a subgroup of S, and X is a character of G, 
then dx(A) < ii(e) per(A) for each A E ‘HFI,. 
Conjecture 1 is known to hold for certain special subgroups of S,. For 
example, it holds for the symmetric groups S, whenever n < 9. See [18]. 
Moreover, it is known to hold for the trivial character for certain special 
groups G. For example, suppose 1 < t < n, and let G denote the subgroup 
of S, consisting of all CJ E S, such that a({l,2,. . , t}) = {1,2,. . . , t}. 
Then, if c denotes the trivial character of G (that is, the member of @S, 
that assumes the value 1 at each member of G and the value zero elsewhere), 
then we have d,(A) 5 c(e) per(A) for each A E 7&. Of course, this 
inequality is the well-known Lieb permanental inequality; see [8]. Moreover, 
the Lieb inequality implies that Conjecture 1 holds for the trivial character 
in case the subgroup G is isomorphic to a direct product of other symmetric 
groups. Such subgroups are known as Young subgroups. 
As a further example we consider a result which was inspired by a con- 
jecture of M. Marcus. Consider an np x np positive semidefinite Hermitian 
matrix A partitioned as an n x n block matrix [Aij] each of whose blocks 
Aij is a p x p matrix. Let B denote the n x n matrix whose ijth entry 
is per(Aij). Then Marcus conjectured that per(A) 2 per(B). Lieb, in 
the 1966 article referenced above, verifies the conjecture of Marcus in case 
n = 2 and points out that the conjecture of Marcus is a special case of 
Conjecture 1. In [14] Pate shows that if p is sufficiently large with respect 
to n and A is a real positive semidefinite symmetric matrix, then the con- 
jecture of Marcus holds. Recently, Heyfron, in work as yet unpublished, 
has extended his theorem to the complex case and considerably shortened 
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the author’s proof by using techniques from the representation theory of 
wreath products. 
If A = [aij] is an n x n matrix, then the II-matrix, n,J, associated 
with A is the n! x n! matrix indexed by the members of S, whose arth 
entry is lLe,(t),+). It is known that if A E 7-l, then IIA E &; hence 
the numerical range of lIA is a closed interval, [v, w], contained in the 
nonnegative real numbers, such that v is that minimum eigenvalue of IlA 
and w is the maximum eigenvalue of IIA. Although the following result is 
well known, the author has not been able to find a reference. A proof will 
therefore be presented. 
LEMMA 1. If A = [aij] 2s a member of 7iH, and x is a nonnegative real 
number, then x is a member of the numerical range of IIA if and only if 
there exists a positive semidefinite c E CS, such that c(e) = 1 and 
x = c “(4fi”t,o(t). 
OES, t=1 
Proof Clearly, z is a member of the numerical range of IIA if and only 
if there exists an f E CS, such that Ij f I/ = 1 and 
x= c 
UES, 
Note, however, that 
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Hence, if we let c = ff* then c(e) = ]]f]]2 = 1 and we have 
5 = 1 c(a) fi atdt) 
UES, t=1 
as required. n 
Lemma 1 and Theorem 2 clearly imply that if A E ‘H, then det(A) is the 
infimum of the numerical range of HA and hence the minimum eigenvalue 
of HA. It is the conjecture of G. W. Soules [13] that if A E T-l,, then per(A) 
is the supremum of the numerical range of HA and hence the maximum 
eigenvalue of HA. By Lemma 1 the Soules conjecture is equivalent to the 
following, which is clearly the permanental analogue of Theorem 2. 
CONJECTURE 2. If A = [q] as a member of ?iH, an c is a positive 
semidefinite member of @S,,, then 
c 40) fi qo(t) 5 c(e) per(A). 
YES,, t=1 
If X is an irreducible character of S,, then the matrix function dx is 
called an immanant. Though efforts to resolve Conjecture 1 in its most 
general form have produced very little, considerable progress has been on 
the permanental dominance conjecture in the special case G = S,. This 
conjecture, which we call the permanental dominance conjecture for im- 
manants and which may be true even if Conjecture 1 is false, is recorded 
below. 
CONJECTURE 3. If X is an irreducible character of S,, then dx(A) 5 
X(e)per(A) for each A E IFt,. 
As noted previously, this conjecture is now known to hold for n < 9. 
3. THE IRREDUCIBLE CHARACTERS OF S, 
There is a natural bijective correspondence between the partitions of 
n and the irreducible characters of S, that is given by a formula. This 
formula, which we present in this section, has been particularly helpful 
during attempts to obtain inequalities among immanants. We begin with 
the necessary definitions and notation. 
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A partition of n is a nonincreasing sequence, cy = (cri, ~2,. . . , as), of 
positive integers such that C,“=, oj = n. We let Pn denote the set of all 
partitions of n. Associated with each (Y E P, is a node diagram, sometimes 
called a Young diagram, which is basically an array of dots such that the 
number of dots on the ith row is precisely the ith term of (Y. For example, 
if cy = (4’, 3, 23, 1) = (4, 4, 3, 2, 2, 2, l), then the associated node diagram 
is 
. . . . 
. . . . 
. 
Also associated with partitions are objects known as a-tableaux. If 
o E Pn, one obtains an o-tableaux from CY’S node diagram by injectively 
replacing the dots in cr’s node diagram with the integers 1, 2,. . ,n. For 
example, if cy = (4’, 3, 23, l), then an o-tableau is 
2 4 6 9 
11 13 12 1 
5 3 7 
10 16 
17 15 
18 8 
14 
Clearly there are n! o-tableaux. 
Suppose (Y = ((~1, ~2,. . . , a,) is a partition of n, and T is an associated 
a-tableau. Let Ai, A,, . . , A, be the row sets of T. For example, if T is 
the tableau displayed above, then the row sets are the sets (2, 4, 6, 9}, 
(11, 13, 12, l}, (5, 3, 7}, (10, 16}, (17, 15}, (18, 8}, and (14). The row 
group RT, associated with (Y is the set of all 0 E S, such that o(Ai) = A, 
for each i, 1 5 i 5 s. The column group CT is defined analogously with 
respect to the column sets of T. The row symmetrizer rT is then zgERT (T, 
and the column antisymmetrizer is C7eCT E(~)c. The product TT and CT 
(in either order) is a near-idempotent known as a Young symmetrizer. 
If cr E P,, then we let X, denote the irreducible character of S, as- 
sociated with cy. The above-mentioned formula for X,, which appears on 
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p. 108 of [ll], is then 
(3.1) 
The number x,(e), a positive integer, is the degree of X,, and may be 
computed using the well-known hook formula, which may be found in [6]. 
If f,g E @S,, then, by Lemma 2 of [15], we have 
c dfga = c a-lgfa. (3.2) 
UES, UES, 
Applying (3.2) to (3.1), we obtain the following alternative expressions for 
X,: 
A, = F C r-lcpyr, 
TES, 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
Equations (3.4) and (3.5) appear as (2.6) and (2.7) in [15] and have been 
particularly useful in obtaining inequalities between pairs of normalized 
immanants. 
Suppose T is a tableau associated with partition o of n. Let CT denote 
rTcTrT, and let VT denote cTrTcT. Observe that rT and CT are Hermitian, 
and that r$ = ]RT]~T and c$ = ]CT]CT; hence 
(T = rpzp-T = IC~I-1r2q-cp-7- = ICTI-1(cp-7-)*(c7v-cr). (3.6) 
Consequently, <T is positive semidefinite Hermitian. Similarly, one can 
show that 
TIT = l%l-‘(w2)*(vcr); (3.7) 
hence 7~ is also positive semidefinite Hermitian. This means that if we let 
IT denote the Young symmetrizer cTrT, then we have 
(3.8) 
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where the summations are over all o-tableaux T, and T’ is an arbitrary cr- 
tableau. The objects <T and VT might well be called alternative Young 
symmetrizers, since these could be substituted for the standard Young 
symmetrizers CT in any development of the representation theory of the 
symmetric groups. 
Now, suppose p is some other partition of n, and let T’ d_enote_a ,B 
t_ableau. One might now ask whether inequalities in the form <T < CT’ or 
CT < ?j+ hold. Of course one could not expect such inequalities to hold for 
an arbitrary P-tableau T’. However, it may be possible to find a bijection 
‘p between the a-tableau and the P-tableaux such that & 5 TV(~) for each 
a-tableaux T, and indeed the proof of Theorem 8 below could be viewed 
in this way. Moreover, the proof of Theorem 7 is based on inequalities 
among the 7jT and various related objects. Thus the immanant inequal- 
ities presented in Theorems 7 and 8 are actually obtained by summing 
inequalities involving the alternative Young symmetrizers. These other in- 
equalities, though stated in [15], [17], and [ 181, have otherwise received very 
little attention. 
Critical to the proofs of the results of the next section is a special 
type of function (in @S,) which is nonnegative on the members of ‘&. 
The $-functions of Heyfron (see [2], [3], or [20]) are functions of this type. 
Similar objects are used by the author in [14], [15], [17], and [18]. The basic 
idea goes back to Neuberger [12], though a somewhat weaker form may be 
inferred from [8]. For the bottom line on this idea see Lemma 5 of [15]. 
4. SOME RECENT RESULTS 
If cr,p E Pn, then we write cx < ,B if i, 5 &. Equivalently, we write 
cy 5 p if [X,(e)]-‘dx_(A) 5 [X,(e)]-‘dx,(A) for each A E 3-t,. 
LEMMAS. The relation 5 is a partial order on P,. 
At first glance this may seem obvious. However, to prove the above it is 
necessary to show that if a! and p are partitions of n and [X,(e)]-‘dx_(A) 
= Pde)l-%,(4 f or each A E ‘&, then (Y = p. For a proof see [16]. 
Since the immanant associated with the partition (In) is the deter- 
minant function det( ), Theorem 1 guarantees us that if (Y E Pn then 
Q! 2 (In). The immanant associated with (n), as is easily seen from (3.1), 
is the permanent function. Hence, Conjecture 3, the permanental domi- 
nance conjecture for immanants, is that QI 2 (n) for each Q E Pn. It is 
the goal of this author to find a characterization of < that is reasonably 
simple. The ideal would be a characterization that depends upon finitely 
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many conditions that are reasonably easy to check. We therefore are not 
restricting our attention to the extreme partitions, (n) and (In), but wish 
to be able to resolve the question of inequality between any pair of nor- 
malized immanants. Of course the solution of this broader problem would 
resolve Conjecture 3 immediately. 
Merris and Watkins [lo] were perhaps the first to attempt to discover 
inequalities between pairs of nonextreme normalized immanants. After 
showing that (n) > (n - 1,l) and (3, lnw3) > (2, lne2) > (l”), they con- 
jectured that the hook partitions, partitions of the form (n - t, 1”) where 
0 5 k 5 n, decrease monotically. In other words, Merris and Watkins con- 
jectured that (n - k, 1”) 2 (n - k - 1, l”+l) whenever 0 5 k < n - 1. This 
conjecture was considered by virtually everyone in the area before being 
resolved by P. Heyfron [2], who proved the following. 
THEOREM 3 (P. Heyfron). If n is a positive integer and k is a non- 
negative integer not exceeding n - 1, then (n - k, lk) 2 (n - k - 1, lk+‘). 
After the publication of the Merris and Watkins’s [lo] but before the 
publication of Theorem 3, James and Liebeck [7] proved the following. 
THEOREMS. Ifa = (p, q) is a partition ofn, then cy 5 (n). Eqkmlently, 
if a is a partition with only two term, then [X,(e)]-‘dx_(A) I per(A) for 
each A E ‘H,. 
This theorem provided evidence for Conjecture 3, the permanental dom- 
inance conjecture for immanants: at least it holds for partitions having two 
or fewer terms. Actually, Theorem 4 follows from a more general result, as 
shown by the author in [19]. 
The following theorem not only generalized both Heyfron’s Theorem 3 
and Schur’s theorem applied to immanants, but provided a tremendous 
amount of new information about the relationship between pairs of nor- 
malized immanants. See [15] and [16]. 
THEOREM 5 (T. Pate). Suppose a = (cY~,(II~,...,QI~) is a partition 
of n, and s is a positive integer not exceeding t such that if s < t then 
a, > a,+l, and ai = CY, for each 1 5 i < s. Let ,O denote the partition 
(CL1 - 1,cQ - l,.. . ,a!, - l,Q,+r,.. .) CQ, It). Then a 2 p. Equivalently, 
[b(e)]-‘dx, (A) 1 [X,(e)]-’ dx, (A) for each A E K. 
During 1989 the following generalization of Theorem 5 was obtained. 
See [16]. 
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THEOREM 6 (T. Pate). Suppose cr = (cyi, cy2,. . . , at) is a partition of 
n, and s is a positive integer not exceeding t such that if s < t then Q, 
> Q,+I. Let p denote the partition (~1 - 1, (~2 - 1,. . . , CX, - 1, cys+l, . . . , 
as, It). Then Q: 2 p. Equivalently, [X,(e)]-ldx_(A) 2 [X0(e)]-IdA, for 
each A E I-&. 
Note that Theorem 6 is simply Theorem 5 with the condition (~1 = 
o2 = . . . = CY, deleted. With respect to node diagrams this means that in 
passing from the a-diagram to the P-diagram one moves any column of the 
o-diagram (except the first) to the end of the first column. 
The following theorem, which first appeared in [17], implies both The- 
orems 5 and 6. Instead of moving whole columns of nodes, we see that we 
may, under certain conditions, move nodes one at a time. 
THEOREM 7 (T. Pate). Suppose (L = ((~1, (~2,. . . , crt) is in P, and 1 
5 s 5 t. Ifs < t, then suppose CI, > a,+~. Let p denote the partition ((~1, 
(it, 1). Then Q: > p. Equivalently, [X,(e)]-‘dx, (A) 2 
;‘x’d{~j]c~~~;~~‘,:;: ka:h A E 3-1,. 
With respect to node diagrams, Theorem 7 implies that in passing from 
QI to p we simply delete one of the corner nodes of the o-diagram and insert 
a new node at the end of the first column. Obviously, Theorem 7 implies 
both Theorem 3 and Theorem 5. But Theorem 7 also implies Theorem 6. 
For a discussion see [17]. 
EXAMPLE 1. If Q = (5,42,3,2), then Theorem 7 implies that LY > p, 
where p is (43,3,2,1),(5,4,32,2,1),(5,42,22,1), or (5,42,3,12). The Q- 
diagram with corner nodes enlarged is 
. . 
The node diagrams for the above-listed admissible p’s are obtained by 
moving one of the enlarged nodes to the end of the first column of the 
diagram. 
EXAMPLE 2. If we start with cy = (a6) and apply Theorem 7 repeat- 
edly, we can obtain 
(Y > (25,l") > (24J4) > (23,P) > (2,P) > (1'2). 
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If we apply Theorem 7 repeatedly starting with QI = (33), then we can 
obtain 
(33) > (352,l) > (3,22,12) > (23,13). 
Moreover, other sequences are possible, for Theorem 7 also implies that 
(33) > (32,2,1) > (32,13) > (3,2,14). 
For some time Conjecture 3 was unresolved in case n = 8 only because 
it was not known whether (24) < (8). Indeed, Theorems 7 and 4 imply 
that (Y 5 (8) for any o E Ps other than (24). The following theorem, which 
appears in [18], implies that (24) 5 (8), thus completing the verification of 
the permanental dominance conjecture for immanants in case n = 8. 
THEOREM 8 (T. Pate). Suppose cx = (oi, (~a,, , as, It) is a partition 
ofn such that s > 1 and CQ = 2. Let p denote the partition (0.1+2, ~2, . . . , 
Q,_~ , 1”). Then LY < /3. Equivalently, [X,(e)]-‘dx_(A) L [AD(e)]-’ dx,(A) 
for each A E Y-l,. 
EXAMPLE 3. If we apply Theorem 8 repeatedly starting with Q = (24), 
we obtain the sequence 
(24) < (4, 22) < (6,2) < (8). 
Theorem 8, in conjunction with Theorem 7 and Theorem 4, implies the 
following. 
THEOREM 9 (T. Pate). If (Y is a partition of n of the form (p, q, 2’, l’), 
where p, q, r, and s are nonnegative integers, then (I: 5 (n). 
Since all partitions of n where n < 8 are of the form (p, q, 2’, l’), the 
permanental dominance conjecture for immanants must hold whenever n 5 
8. If n = 9, then there is only one partition that is not of the form 
(p, q, 2’, l”), namely (33). But P. Heyfron has communicated privately to 
the author that he and G. D. James have worked out this case separately. 
Hence, Conjecture 3 may be considered to be true whenever n 5 9. 
EXAMPLE 4. Suppose a = (6,4, 23, 13) E Pi,. Then Theorem 7 im- 
plies 
a < (7,4, 23, 12) < (8,4, 23, 1) < (9,4,23). 
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Theorem 8 now implies that 
(9,4, 23) < (11,4,22) < (13,4,2) < (15,4), 
and Theorem 4 implies that (15,4) < (19). Hence, cr < (19). 
Recently, in an effort to extend Theorem 9 to partitions of the form 
(p, q, 3r, 25,1% H ey ron f [5] has obtained the following theorems. Heyfron’s 
proofs depend upon Theorem 8, various properties of the $-functions, and 
an explicit formula for the value of an irreducible character at a transposi- 
tion. 
THEOREM 10 (P. Heyfron). If p and q are positive integers with p 2 
2q + 2, then (p + 3,ppP1) > (pq, 3). 
THEOREM 11 (P. Heyfron). Suppose cx = (2, 3P, 24, lz) is a partition 
of n, where x > 3 and p, q, and z are nonnegative integers such that n 2 5p 
+2. Then (Y I (n). 
THEOREM 12 (P. Heyfron). Suppose that a = (x, y, 3,24,1”) is a par- 
tition of n, where x, y, z, and q are nonnegative integers such that y + z 
2 x 2 6. Then cx 5 (n). 
Unfortunately, Theorem 11 requires that n be large relative to p; hence, 
in a relative sense, the partition a cannot have very many parts of size 3. 
For example, the partition (4, 3, 3) is the only partition of 10 that is 
not of the form (p, q, 2’, l’), but in this case p = 2 and 5p + 2 = 12, so 
Theorem 11 fails to apply. The same problem arises in case o = (33). 
Theorem 10 also yields no information about (33), because in this case 
p = 3 and q = 2 but 5p + 2 = 17, so n > 17 fails to be true. Moreover, 
Theorem 12 requires that the first term of Q be 6 or more. Hence, this 
Theorem also provides no information about (33) or (4, 32). However, if 
Q: = (62,3), then Theorem 10 implies that (Y < (9,6) and Theorem 4 
gives (9,6) < (15). H ence, (62,3) 5 (15). Note that Theorem 12 implies 
(S2,3) 5 (15) directly. 
The limitations of Theorems 10, 11, and 12 are probably due to the 
fact that Theorem 8 plays an essential role in their proofs. Recall that 
Theorem 8 involves moving parts of size 2 only. 
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